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With all the positive reviews am not sure what difference mine will be, considering that most of them
are really true. I worked as a personal assistant to a real estates broker about five months ago. I
understand a number of basic things about the business as I helped him handle some of his clients
and set up appointments and so on.It is a business that generates a lot of funds if you play it well
and I thought to myself that instead of being just an assistant, I should become a an investor, hence
am researching all I can about real estates. I quit the job some months ago and am looking to start
my own as soon as I get enough funds for it.This book has helped me confirm most of the
knowledge I had; most of which were assumed by me but are now confirmed. This book does
contain basic information and sufficient ones at the beginner level to help you understand what the
business entails.

It's a helpful and informing guide! This was a nice overview on how to get into the world of real
estate investing. By itself, it won't turn you into a star investor, but it give you enough ideas on
where to start and what to possibly focus on in your real estate investing career. So much worth
purchasing book!

I wholeheartedly recommend this as a great guide on learning how to wholesale houses, for those
that just want to get started or for those who want to refine their technique and improve their current
practices. It's exactly what you need to begin assembling your team to help you get into business,
advising you on what qualities to look for in sellers, buyers, agents and more. Good way to get
started. Thanks.

This is a very important guide. Real estate is a very stable business to be part of. This book is ideal
for anyone who wants to take their real estate sales practice and create a business with value,This
is a system, simple, and direct! F.R. Commerce has gone to the core of real estate and what it takes

to succeed. It's important to know a lot of things before becoming a landlord with regards to
maintaining your property and problems that may arise with the tenants. The tips are very realistic.
Most of what can be read in this book can also be acquired through research, but it is good that the
author compiled the most comprehensive tips in just one handbook. It is full of valuable tips and
information for any beginner looking to get into real estate.Overall, the book is a good start for me in
real estate world. Also this book is well-written and very helpful.

Not bad but not good. A beginners book for sure, this book summerizes the subject of real estate
investing in its most basic forms. So many other books out there that do a much better job. Skip it..
3 stars

This book is filled with actionable advice, tips, and just a general education on how to get started in
real estate investing. It is easy to understand yet gave me more real usable information than any
other real estate book I have read. This book will not by any means provide enough information for
you to start making money but will certainly point you in the right direction. This is a great guide to
get yourself started in the real estate investing business. This book covers the basics in real estate
investing in a clear, straight-forward manner. The book is easy to understand and the ebook allowed
me to click on links to get more information. I would recommend this book to all beginners or
seasoned investors looking for a refresher on some things.

This book starts to teach real estate investors and those interested in learning to invest in real
estate how to define and find cash buyers and motivated sellers. This book has everything you need
to get started in real estate. It covers the basics of different things you must consider before
investing like the market size, market growth, and major players. This book is about winning the real
estate game and it keeps its promise to deliver. The content of this book is well organized and
makes it possible quickly find your way around.The book is based on understanding your risk levels
and the three major investment strategies to become successful with commercial real estate. It's
easy to understand and his writing style is easy to read and get through.

Investing in real estate can be a risky business. As such, any good advice that can be procured is
welcome. This book provides some good pointers on investing in real estate that is practical and
very helpful. It is especially helpful for beginners like myself who have always wanted to get into this
investment option but were unsure how to go about it. F. R. Commerce did a good job of explaining

everything in simple terms that I was able to understand. My confidence has been boosted and I am
going to look about investing as soon as I can.I realize the great potential that exists in real estate
investing. Read the book so that you can also have an idea of how to go about it the right way
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